Field of the art
The invention relates to a method and device for cavitational-implosive energy
transformation and air cleaning in buildings and megapols by mixing electrical and
braun gas heat as a new energy source, so that it is possible regulated to clean the air
from fine particulate matter, carbon oxides and sulfur oxides emissions,
electromagnetic and mental dirt in buildings and mega-cities.
State of the art
There are known a method and devices for converting the energy of cavitation bubbles
from water into heat as a new energy source, but they do not control the process of
implosion and do not use it to clean the air. There are known methods and devices for
obtaining braun gas, as a new energy source of thermal energy obtained during the
process of implosion of this gas but using explosive storage tanks for the gases from
chemically decomposed water and control of the high temperature flame is extremely
difficult and is used mainly for cutting and welding, not for air cleaning. Also known
are devices for the abatement of harmful emissions from combustion engines using
braun gas injected generators mounted in vehicles or near powerful diesel generators.
This solution reduces only the emissions of the engine that it is fitted to and does not
reduce the emissions already emitted in the surrounding air. It also has methods and
devices for collecting fine particles in the air, but they are expensive and energyintensive, secondly they have small capacities for megapolis scale, as they can not
purify both the harmful gas emissions at the same time.
All of these methods and devices have a general disadvantage that they can not purify
the air from the electromagnetic, acoustic and mental dirt in it, which are already a
scientifically proven factor for the sharp annual growth of damaged human and animal
embryos and generations.
Thus, the retained energy of these vibrations, by the hydrogen bond between water
molecules in water clusters and aerosols, reduces the natural opportunity for these
groups of water molecules to incorporate foreign gas and particulate matter, to
condesce, and in the form of rainfall, to lay down them on the earth. Reduction, even
with less than five percent of the magnetic field and ozone layer thickness of the earth,
increase the ability for additional energy accumulateion in the hydrogen bonds of
water vapors in the atmosphere, due to deeper penetration of the sun's rays.
The proposed method and devices allow simultaneous cleaning of the air from known
dirt due to recuperation, controlled implosion, the ability of clusters and aerosols to
absorb fine particles and new energy vibrations due to the energy absorbed by the
previously taken ones. The device setup can be based on the measurement of the
energy distribution spectrum of the hydrogen bonds between the molecules in the
water vapor in the air. The energy released from clusters, aerosols and snowflakes first
measures inventor John Atanassov, and it can be converted into a heat, companion
product in the process of air cleaning. Water clusters and aerosols, with an optimal
energy spectrum of hydrogen bonds between molecules in the water vapor in the air,
absorb dust particles more easily and more easily condense in drops causing vertical
air movement and removing dust with rainfalls.

Summary of the invention
The object of the invention is to provide a method and apparatus for cavitationalimplosive transformation of energy and air purification in buildings and mega-cities to
realize a new type of transformation of energies and a new source of renewable energy
by summing up an electrical energy and energy from a flame-free braun gas generator.
The implosive portion of the resultant energy can be used according to predetermined
parameters, both as a percentage of the summation energy and as a distribution
depending on the distance from the device implementing the method.
The problem is solved by a method and apparatus for cavitation-implosive
transformation of energy and air cleaning in buildings and megapolises, characterized
in that two sources of heat are placed in a water tank. One is a conventional electric
heater, and the second one is a flame-free braun gas generator powered by a computer
and a system of sensors and analyzers. The flame-free braun gas generator is a tube
through which a stream of water flowing from a pump is pumped up to cause initial
cavitation bubbles after that released in the preheated water. Secondary, accelerated
generation of cavitation bubbles, conversion of water vapor into them in braun gas and
self-ignition inside cavitation bubbles is accomplished by means of three emitters. The
first one is hydroelectric, operating at basic low frequencies, and the second is of the
same type, but operating at an accompanying high frequency. The third emitter is
asynchronous, work as shock emitter, causing a high pressure of the jet of water
coming out of its nozzle in a flow transverse to the mainstream of the circulating water
in the generator. The sensor system at the input and output of the housing of the
generator measures the parameters of the water flow temperature, pH, conductivity,
flow of incoming and outgoing water in the flame-free braun gas generator. The
analyzers supporting the generator's stable operation, according to its assigned
parameters for the distribution of the transformed energy, are three. The first and the
second ones are placed in the freeware bragaz generator and work continuously when
it works if it is of high power or the device has provided clear adjustment holes when
it is low power. The third analyzer is outside the device, used as a control for the
initial setting up the device that implements the method. The first analyzer is a
polarimeter for water, the second is a spectrophotometer for cavitation bubbles, both
analyzing the water flow after the three emitters. The third analyzer measures the
energy spectrum of the bonds in and between the molecules in drops of water in the
device implementing the method and in condensed drops of water from the air taken at
different distances from it.
The computer, through the set of sensors, the three analyzers, inverse internal
connections, depending on the set ratio of transformed heat and implosive energy, and
the set and verified earth coordinates of the location of the flame-free braun gas
generator, controls the operation of the heater, the cavitation pump and the three
emitters.
An explanation of the attached figures
The invention is illustrated by:
Figure 1 is a block diagram of a method and device for cavitational-implosive energy
transformation and air cleaning in buildings and megapolses which includes:
1. Water tank
2. Water covering the submersible part of a generator
3. Electric heater

4. Flame-free braun gas generator body
5. Set of temperature sensors, electrical conductivity and pH of water
6. Cavitation pump (pump with hollow rotor, creating cavitation bubbles in the
flow of water that drips)
7. A hydro-antennial emitter operating at a basic low frequency
8. The common electrode of the two hydro-antennial emitters
9. A hydro-antennial emitters operating at an attendant high frequency
10. Control computer
11. Shock high pressure water emitter
12. Cavitation bubble analyzer
13. Flow of water circulating through the generator
14. Flame-free braun gas generator
15. Ambient air, subject to purification
16. An energy analyzer of the hydrogen bonds between the water molecules in the
vapor and the aerosols in the air, measured at different distances by the device
implementing the method.
Figure 2 is an example distribution of the intensity of the exhaust air impact effect in
the water vapor measured at a different distance from the device implementing the
method and showing:
17. Broad-impact implosive effect
18. Concentrated implosive impact.
Figure 3 Block diagram of the control device computer, which includes:
19. Input filter
20. Processor block
21. Output amplifier for the shock emitter
22. Power Module
23. Base frequency generator
24. Accompanying frequency generator
25. Integrating feedback
25A.Integrated power regulator
26. Output amplifier for the base frequency emitter
27. Correlation module
28. Output amplifier for the transmitter at the associated frequency
Figure 4 is a diagram of a cavitation pump generating the initial cavitation bubbles in
an energy transformer and air cleaning in buildings and megacities comprised of
29. Asynchronous motor rotor shaft
30. An asynchronous motor stator
31. Propeller-inducing cavitation
32. Surfaces originating the initial cavitation bubbles
32A.Profiling the surface of the propellers
Figure 5 shows a sketch hydro-antennial emitters of base and concomitant frequency
composed of
33. Plug the electrode at a fundamental frequency of 100 to 150 Hz
33A.Microelectromagnetic coil for the base frequency
34. Conducting an electrode at a concomitant frequency of 12 to 20 kilohertz
34A.Microelectromagnetic coil for the attendant frequency
35. Terminal of the common electrode

Figure 6 - Cavitation Bubble Analyzer composed of
36. Quartz window for light sources
37. Three-way emitter block of ultraviolet, visible and infrared light
38. Block of analyzer receivers for ultraviolet, visible and infrared light
39. Quartz window for light analyzers
40. Domain of self-igniting cavitation bubbles
41. Cavitation bubbles.
Figure 7 Impact beam sketch composed of
42. Two-hole housing
42A.Water inlet port, part of the stream 13 after the emitters 7 and 9
42B.High pressure water outlet
43. Coils
44. Piston propelled by 42
45. High pressure water flow area
13A. High pressure water flow across the mainstream.
Figure 8 is a diagram of an example of a device for cavitational-implosive
transformation of energy and air cleaning in buildings composed of
1A. tank of the flame-free braun gas generator with a buffer tank and shaped as a
domestic heating and air-cleaning radiator
10A. Control computer configured for the geographic point where the device is
mounted
10B. Display of the control computer for controlling the energy transformed by the
device.
Figure 9 shows an exemplary embodiment of an fountain in megacities comprised of
1B Reservoir shaped as a fountain
45. Water flow (13) cleansing air in megapolis with extra capture of fine particulate
matter
46.Fountain with exhaust water with fade implosion effect.
Embodiments of the invention
The method and device for cavitational-implosive transformation of energy and air
cleaning in buildings and megacities as a first step requires the filtration of the water
for the reservoir by mechanical and chemical impurities. The second step is to perform
several measurements of the energy spectrum of water from different stages of
realization of the method and the operation of the device, the data of which are
introduced into the control computer, enter the geographic coordinates in which the
device is placed. These are the energy spectra of:
 the deionized water that has elapsed over the geographical coordinates set in
the computer;
 the water in the device after filtration, and before it is switched on;
 of water from the output of the flame-free braun gas generator respectively
operating - only with off-beam impactor, excluding all three transmitters;
 of condensed water drops from air vapor around the working device at least
three distances in a straight line. The distance between the device and the first
measurement point and the distances between each subsequent measuring point
are identical.

The electrical power of the water heater and the desired distribution of the transformed
energy from the cumulative energy generated by the electric heater and the operation
of the flame-free braun gas generator are introduced into the computer.
The method is implemented in the device according to the following sequence and the
following physical principles. The heated water to the temperature of the initial
cavitation noise is controlled and sucked by a cavitation pump with a hollow rotor,
two propellers and four striated surfaces, performing secondary amplification and
crushing of the cavitation bubbles in a stream enclosed in a shell of a flame-free braun
gas generator. The additional decomposition of water vapor in each cavitation bubble
to the bubble and the surface molecules of the bubble water subjected to double and
equal opposite pressure and bringing this gas to self-ignition is caused by three
emitters. Both are hydro-antennial capacitive electromagnetic operators at basic low
and auxiliary high frequencies. The third emitter is a shock emitter, asynchronous and
emits a thin, high-pressure water micro-pump on the principle of dynamic hydraulic
piston press with two gill-type gills.
The parameters of the three emitters are initially determined by a preset, base program
entered into the control computer, obtained on an experimental basis, and feedbacks of
the three types of analyzers that support the process stability and set parameters.
Example parameters of the transmitters that the control computer dynamically corrects
are within the following limits: a base frequency of about 111 Hz with a change of 50
to 200 Hz; an auxiliary frequency of about 12 kilohertz with a change of 2 to 16
kilohertz for hydro-antennial, and for striking the number of asynchronous blows from
2 to 19 with the pressure of the microstructure at the output of 100 to 9000
atmospheres. The total power of the three emitters is controlled to be within 20 to 50
percent of the heat of the electric heater, which ultimately provides up to 100 percent
additional thermal power from the free-current generator, where part of it is emitted
for implosive cleaning of the surrounding the air device.
Measurements of water polarization in the cavitation bubble water stream and the
spectrophotometer of self-igniting and then disappearing bubbles at a reported rise in
temperature after the three emitters and the next change in the energy vapor spectrum
of the air around the device equidistantly spaced work stability and device according
to the method.
Claims
A method for cavitational-implosive transformation of energy and air cleaning in
buildings and mega-cities, characterized in that in a tank (1) of water (2) is heated by
an electric heater (3) and a flame-free braun gas generator (14) in which the cavitation
pump housing (6) temperature, pH and conductivity from a set of sensors (5), passes
through two hydro-antennial emitters at a basic (7) and auxiliary (8) frequencies and
along its transversely impacting emitter (11), thereby self-igniting the resulting braun
gas in the cavitation bubbles in the water stream , controlled by analyzer (12) and
feedback (16) measures energy spectrum of water vapor in the air (15) surrounding the
generator controlled by a computer (10) as preset ratio converted to heat air cleaning
implosive energy of the total separated from the electrical and flame-free braun gas
generator.
A method of cavitational-implosive transformation of energy and air cleaning in
buildings and megapols, characterized in that (12), hydro-antennial combined
electromagnetic and capacitive radiators of two types of frequencies, a basic low (7)
and a co-occurring (9), the first cavitation generator being stimulated by a cavitation
cavitation pump (6) controlled by the control computer (10) in tolerances at low and

high sound frequencies so as to fulfill conditions for realizing a predetermined ratio of
thermal to amplitude in the total amount of transformed energy.
A method of cavitational-implosive transformation of energy and air cleaning in
buildings and megapols, characterized in that (14) comprises an asynchronous impact
emitter (11) of an additional high pressure water stream (13A) transverse to the base
(13), thereby creating an area of action (44) initiating auto ignition of the cavitation
bubbles (41) in a moving area (4) burning area (40) passing through quartz windows
(36) through which ultraviolet, visible and infrared light emit (37) the block (38)
analyzed by a water polarimeter and a spectrophotometer for the self-igniting bubbles
feeds data summed up with these and (16) for the water vapor energy spectrum of air
(15) of the computer (10) to maintain a stable energy transformation process and a
given distribution of the (17) or (18) type of impulse impact intensity.
Device for cavitational-implosive transformation of energy and cleaning of air in
buildings, characterized in that the ventilation and air-cleaning device in radiator
buildings, the tank (1) is expanded by a spill buffer (1A), and the control computer (10)
is integrated into the radiator as a controller (10A) with the control panel (10B)
removed.
A device for cavitation-implosive energy transformation and air purification in cities,
characterized in that a tank (1B) shaped like a fountain is arranged around it as a
cleaning air (15), the heated water (13) to which it is supplied (14) mounted in the
immediate vicinity of the fountain controlled by (16) dispersed water energy spectra
(45), the damping effect (46) and the water vapor in the air at different distances from
(14) providing data for the control computer (10) for the implementation of a broadblasting impact (17).
Application: 9 figures
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